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INTRODUCTI Ol~ 
The main purpose of this paper is to present an 
edition of John Pickering's play, liorestes, based on Farmer's 
facsimile reprint and the editions by Aloia Hrandl and John 
Payne Collier. In addition, a glossary has been compiled, 
and footnotes throughout the text explain the more obscure 
words and indicate the various readings of Hrandl and Gallier. 
The introductory chapters point out the sources of the 
classical material which Pickering has used; bring under one 
cover the facta concerning the presentation and the printing 
of the play; comment on the versification, songs, and dialect; 
and note the use of the same or similar materials by con-
temporary playwrights. 
The method used is of necessity historical, since 
much of what is known about Pickering and his play is to be 
found in brief references in general works on the subjects of 
drama, literature, and poetry, and in a few articles which 
have appeared in scholarly publications. 
THE MORAL INTERLUDE 
The history of the English Drama is so well known 
that it is hardly necessary to give more than a general outline 
heTe, showing the gradual development up to the time when the 
Horestes was published. During the early Middle Ages, the drams, 
in England was dormant, and it was not until the pageants which , 
had been used during special church services, such as the 
Sepulchrum at Easter, had become so popular that they grew too 
cumbersome for the churches and were taken over by the guilds 
that the popular drama began its gradual growth. The early 
plays, generally known as Mysteries, which dealt with Gospel (1) 
events only, or as Miracle Plays, which used materials con-
cerned with the lives of the saints, gave their authors very 
little opportunity for originality, for they could make no 
changes in the Bible material, nor could they attempt much in 
the way of characterization except in the case of unnamed char-
acters, such as Noah's wife and servants who were barely men-
tioned in the scriptural stories. Indeed, most of these playa 
were not the work of individual authors but of "numberless 
(2) 
unkno~ collaborators contributing to one harmonious who~e." 
------------------------------------------- --------- -----------
1. A. w. Pollard, English Miracle Playa, p. xix. 
2. J. A. Symonds, Shakespeare's Predecessors, p. 105. 
- l -
The so-called Chester and Coventry cycles, named after the 
towns in which the plays were performed, are perhaps the most 
widely known. These Miracle Plays were presented on movable 
stages which were drawn from market square to market square so 
that a play might have been in the process of presentation at 
four or five different sections of the town at the same time, 
each scene being the responsibility of one guild. rn spite of 
the narrow confines of these plays, comedy began to creep in, 
notably in the character of Mak in the Wakefield Shepherds 
Play, or the Second Nativity Play, and in the person of l~oah's 
wife in the Wakefield ~· Mak, the thief who almost outwits 
the shepherds, with the aid of his none too honest wife, by 
hiding the lamb which he had stolen in the crib and passing it 
off as a baby. may very well have been the remote ancestor of 
the Vice of the later Morality play and the interlude of 
Elizabethan times. 
The Morality play gave the authors more leeway in the 
matter of story and characterization, but the limitation of 
allegorical characters here also handicapped the authors. ~hese 
plays, unlike the Miracle Plays. were acted by traveling compan-
ies and were no longer connected with the particular communities 
in which they were presented. The guilds had found that the 
subsidizing of the plays was too expensive and another natural 
transition gradually took place, and the inn yard and market 
place became the forerunner of the first English theater. 
2 
The general pattern of the morality presented "Youth," 
"Mankind, 11 or "Everyman" beset by the seven deadly sins who 
were opposed by the seven heavenly virtues or the four daughters 
of God who struggle, successfully in the end, to save the "hero" 
from destruction. In the later moralities one vice, such as 
Titivillus in Mankind or Mery-Reporte, the vice, in the inter-
lude, ~Play ~~Wether, appeared to replace the seven 
deadly sins of ~ Castle ~ Perseverance and other early 
moralities. The three essentials of the morality were didactic 
purpose, presentation of personified abstractions, and allegor-
(1) 
ical narrative. The distinction between the moral play and 
(2) 
the interlude is negl i gible in many instances, for the name 
interlude, a play between, is more or less a subordinate name 
acquired from the custom of presenting plays between courses 
(3) 
of a banquet or in the midst of other pastimes, or "in private 
(4) 
homes before a limited circle." The interludes played by 
traveling troupe were of necessity written so that five or six 
players could perform all of the parts, and Horestes among 
others has the cast of characters arranged for six to play. 
-The moral· aspect of the plays begins to disappear, the vice 
1akes a more prominent part, and comedy comes to the fore as 
------ -------------------------- ---------------------------------
1. 
2. 
~-
4. 
w. Roy MacKenzie, ~English Morality ~~Point of 
~ 9!.. Allegory, p. 235. 
Tucker Brooke, The Tudor Drama, p. 69. 
J. A. Symonds, op. cit., p. 176. 
Tucker Brooke, loc. cit. 
3 
allegory begins to fade. It is at this point that the influenc~ 
of historical materials begins to make itself felt. There are 
~any reasons for this, one being that the universities were 
presenting plays, mainly in Latin at first, reproducing the 
~lays principally of Terence, Plautus, and Seneca, and another 
peing the interest that many translators were showing in the 
~rench and Italian authors. ~ishop ~ayle's ~ing ~, the 
'first play in which an English sovereign was brought upon the (1) 
~tage" was one of the first plays, if not the first, to "weld 
~he didacticism and personifications of the moral interlude 
(2) 
~ith the history of an English king." Although many of the 
pharacters are personifications, it is the first play in which 
(3) 
pistorical individuals are identified. This play turned in one 
~irection toward historical events native to England as did 
Gorboduc, while Horestes took the opposite road, going back to 
~he classical story of Orestes for its plot. Damon ~ 
Pithias, Apius ~Virginia, and Cambises together with 
1 fforestes all of which depend ultimately upon classical stories 
a.re classed by Mr. Ward as tragic comedies, "having nothing 
classical about them but the subject •••• none of them has 
( 4) 
any tragic interest, not even tlorestes." 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
~rederick G. Fleay, ~ Chronicle History of the London 
Stage, p. 64.-
A. w. Pollard, op. cit., lviii. 
Frederick G. Fleay, op. cit., p. 62 
A. W. Ward, Cambridge History, vol. vi, p. 63. 
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woman is followed by the entrance of Horestes and his army 
before the city gates. Clytemnestra speaks to the Herald over 
the city wall, and the battle begins with the stage direction, 
"Go and make your lively battel and let it be longe, eare you 
can win the Citie." From this and other stage directions, one 
concludes that the author recognized the limitations of the 
stage and wished to make the show of arms as realistic as 
possible. It is scenes of this sort that became so popular in 
the ~istorical plays of Shakespeare, although there is nothing 
to show that this play had any influence on either bhakespeare (1) 
or his immediate predecessors. The result of the battle is 
the capture of Clytemnestra who pleads for mercy but in vain, 
although Horestes weakens for a time to see his mother "l!'rom 
hye estate for to be brought to so great myserey." The vyce 
is quick to remind Horestes of his purpose, and the arrival of 
Egistus with his recruits brings on another battle in which the 
latter is vanquished after they "fyght a good whil." He is 
hanged immediately in full view of the audience contrary to the 
classical stories, with the direction, "•ling him of the lader 
and then let on bringe in his mother, Ulytemnestra; but let her 
loke wher Egistus hangeth." Clytemnestra again begs for mercy 
but Horestes, remembering Agamemnon's death, orders the vyce, 
1. A diligent search has uncovered no evidence that 
I Shakespeare had any first hand knowledge of Horestes, but he did know Cambises to which he refers in henry !!, 
_j Part I, Act II, Scene 4, line 425. 
=== F=================================~~=== 
in hie true character of Revenge, to lead her out for execution. 
Fame then enters with a typical moralizing speech and announces 
the arrival of Menelaus and Helen in the country. vyce now has 
a song followed by a long speech in the manner of the morali-
ties. It ie in this section of the play that the ~atin quota-
tions from Ovid, Juvenal, and Publilius Syrus appear, all but 
one being spoken by Fame, and all of them containing good moral 
advice. 
Act IV, (11. 925-1121), takes place in Athens, where 
Horeetee has to face the Greek kings to justify his acts before 
hie accusing uncle, Menelaus. He pleads that until he wae 
commanded by the gods he had taken no steps toward revenge. 
Idumeue supports him as does ~estor who appears in his 
traditional role of advisor and peacemaker. Idumeus suggests 
that Menelaus forgive Horestes, since it was the gods who had 
urged him on, and in addition he proposes the marriage of 
Hermione and Horestes, which will not only join the families in 
a lasting friendship but also will prevent later quarrels. 
Vyce enters to tell of the marriage and to give a long 
moralizing speech during which he bemoans the fact that since 
Amity has entered, his usefulness has ended. Act V, (11. 1121-
1205), is set in Mycene and reverts to morality type when 
Truth and Duty crown aorestes at the behest of the nobels~ The 
commons also speak of their content and Truth and Dewty 
continue their moralizing before the play ends with the prayer 
"For Elizabeth our quene, whose gratious majestie may rayne 
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II r I' 11 
11 of earlier times would have found familiar. Upon his next J 
II appearance he -becomes Courrage, a messenger from the gods to I 
11 counsel Horestes and urge him to revenge his father • s death, andl 
I' not only that but he becomes Horestes' lieutenant and takes an I 
I active part in the war against Clytemnestra and Egi stus, where · ! 
i j as Revenge it is upon him that the task of killing Ulytemnestra 
I devolves. When Horestes seems to be weakening and feeling pity 
t for his mother, it is the vyce, Revenge, who influences him to 
II harden his heart and complete his purpose. So the play 
11 continues, and when Horestes' revenge has been fully ace om-
'' 1 plished, the vyce finds himself without a purpose, for matters 
I 
li 
't 
have been patched up between Horestes and Menelaus, and the 
wedding of .tiorestes and iiermi one has been solemnized. vyce. 
appears for the last time in the guise of a beggar, complaining 
that he has been driven from norestes by his marriage, for 
Truth and Duty have entered, leaving no place for Revenge, and 
so he goes off to find a new master who may have more need of 
him and who may be more to his taste. 
==~!;============================================================~======== 
i: 
,, 
'I ,, 
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that the twenty-four parts were arranged for six players and so 
listed on the title page strongly suggests that this is not the 
court version of the play, but that this version, vmich in-
cludes much indecency which was undoubtedly added for the city 
(1} 
audience, is an alteration prepared for the public stage. 
Thus it seems highly probable that Horestes is the same play 
that was presented at court and that the court play was 
revised for performances before the general public in London. 
As for the author himself, there is no evidence to 
connect any of the half dozen John Pickerings who are mentioned 
by Frederick Brie in his investigation of Horestes with the 
author of this play. "Uber die person John Pickeryng habe ich 
(2) 
nur wenig sicheres ermittelen konnen." Brie has found in 
various documents men of the same name who were living at the 
time of the printing of the play, but he has been unable to 
discover any connection between any of these men and the ~ohn 
Pickering of this drama. 
From the play itself there are indications that 
Pickering was a man of some education, for there is mention of 
several Latin and Greek authors as well as reference to 
mythology. In addition there are included in the play four 
Latin quotations taken from Ovid, Juvinal, and Publilius Syrus. 
----------------------------------------------- ----------------
1. 
2. 
F. G. Fleay, op. cit., pp. 61-62 
F. Brie, "Horeates von John Pickeryng," ~nglish Studien, 
XLVI, 1912, pp. 71-72. 
The notable omission i s that no mention is made of seneca, for 
Seneca had become one of the important sources of tragedy, ae 
Plautue and Terence had of comedy, during the reign of ~ueen (1) . 
El i zabeth. 
--------- ----------- ~--------- - -- - - - -- ----------- --- --- -- - - - --
1. c. F. T. Brooke, The Tudor Drama, pp. 188-189. 
13 
SOURCES OF HORESTES 
The appearance of a play in England with a classical 
story as the central plot is hardly surprising in the early 
days of Q.ueen Elizabeth's reign. Indeed, the surprising part 
of it is that Horestes did not show more of the classical 
influence, particularly the influence of Seneca whose plays 
were being used for models of tragedy, especially in the 
universities, where at least five plays attributed to Seneca 
had been presented in the eight years preceding the publishing 
( 1 ) 
of Horestes. In addition "between the years of 1559 and 1566 
five English authors are found translating his (Seneca's) 
(2) 
plays." The earliest extant tragedy closely modeled on 
Seneca but with a native rather than a classical story is 
"Ferrix and Porrex" or "The Tragedie of Gorboduc," written by 
Thomas Norton and Thomas Sackville for performance before Q.ueen 
(3) 
Elizabeth on January 18, 1561-1562. Some five years later the 
moral interlude, Rorestes, appeared and was followed by 
Preston's Cambises (1569) and Edwards's Damon and Pithias 
(1571), all of which used themes and characters from classical 
stories but were very similar to the other interludes of the 
( 4) 
time. 
1. F. S. Boas, University Drama ill~ Tudor Age, pp. 386-387. ' 
2. ~. s. Boas, Shakspere ~~Predecessors, p. 23. 
3. C. F. T. Brooke, The Tudor Drama, p. 191. 
4. C. F. T. Brooke, op. cit., p. 138. 
- 14 ... 
15 
======-=~=-~=~~~=-=--==================================================----==========~===-~=== 
The absence of Senecan influence is marked by the 
lack of scene division, by the use of rime royal and couplets 
of varying lengths instead of the blank verse which had been 
(1) 
introduced as a substitute for the Vergilian hexameter, by 
the disregard of the unities of time and place, and by the use 
of slapstick comedy and buffoonery which were direct inheritan-
ces of the comic interlude of the day. Professor Ward's 
statement that Horestes, among other plays of the period, 
notably Apius and Virginia and Cambises, has nothing classical 
- - (2) 
about it beyond the subject, is the more evident after 
comparing the play with possible classical sources. oeneca's 
Agamemnon, which might naturally be suspected as a source, 
(3) 
since a translation by John Studley had appeared in 1566, 
presents Orestes as a boy in a non-speaking part. Another 
point which has been mentioned previously is that although 
several Latin authors are mentioned by name and three are 
quoted directly, no mention is made of Seneca. 
The Electra of Sophocles, which treats the Orestes 
(4) 
legend, is remote in all particulars, for Clytemnestra ie 
allowed to die before Aegisthus and the play ends with the 
consummation of vengeance with no account of the judgment of 
Orestes nor of the marriage of Orestes and nermione. 
1. C. ~· . T. Brooke, op. cit., p. 190. 
2. Cambri4ge history of English Literature, Vol. vi, p. 63. 
3. c • .H'. T. Brooke, op. cit., p. 223. 
4. A. Brandl, ~uellen des Weltliche Dramas ~England vor 
Sh~kespeare, p. xcii. 
(1) 
Euripides is marked by Brandl as the source from 
which Pickering drew the Orestes story; and there are similari~ 
ties between this play and the Electra of Euripides which 
support his contention. The Vyce of Pickering's play serves 
the same purpose which Electra serves in the classical play, 
that of urging Horestes on to revenge his father's death and 
both the Vyce and Electra bolster up the hero when his courage 
falters. The old tutor of Orestes may be likened to Idumeus, 
the friend and advisor of Horestes, in that both aid in 
carrying out the revenge plot. The warning speech of Electra 
before the corpse of Aegisthus has a parallel in the speech of 
(2) 
Revenge beginning at line 1038. Euripides also uses the 
story of the love and marriage of rtermione and Orestes and the 
judgment of Orestes in his play Orestes, and this seems to be 
one of the strongest arguments in favor of Brandl '-a position. 
In opposition to these theories, there have been 
mentioned two other possible sources of Pickering's play. 
Professor Thorndike says that the ultimate source of rtorestes 
(3) 
is to be found in the sixth book of Dictys Cretensis, and 
Frederick Brie in his discussion of the play leans to the 
theory that Pickering used Caxton's translation of Raoul 
Lefevre's Le Recueil des tlistories ~ Troyee as the basis of 
{4) 
his play. Caxton's account of tlorestes's revenge parallels 
--- - -~-~----------------------------- - ------ - -*--------~------
1. Brandl, op. cit. , p. xcii. 
2. Ibid., p., xcii. 
3. A. tl. Thorndike, op. cit., p. 65. 
4. F. Br i e, "Horestes von John Pickeryng," English Studien, 
Vol. XLVI, 1912, P• 71. 
16 
Pickering's story so closely that there is little doubt that 
this i s the primary source of the Elizabethan play. ~oth 
Caxton and Pickering have Horestes asking the aid of ldumeus 
in avenging his father's death and in both versions Idumeus 
sends a thousand men, knights in the Caxton story, with which 
( 1 ) 
to overcome any resistance. When tlorestes came to Mycene, the 
city refused to yield and he set siege, having been ordered by 
the gods to revenge his father's death on his mother. 
"Horestes had an answer of the goddes that he hym self shold 
(2) 
take vengeance of his moder by hys handes." Pickering has the 
Vyce announce himself as a messenger of the gods called 
Courrage who tells Borestes that the gods command him to 
revenge his father's death. Upon the arrival of tlorestes and 
his men at Mycene, Aegisthus is absent from the city recruiting 
(3) 
men for the defense of the city, ae he is in Caxton'e account. 
Horestes took the city and imprisoned his mother shortly before 
Egistus himself arrived and was taken prisoner. At this point 
the two narratives disagree, for Caxton' s Horestes first kills 
his mother Clytemestra with his own hands in a most revolting 
( 4) 
manner, and then has Egistus hanged. Pickering's hero hanged 
Egistus first and afterward detailed the Vyce, in his role of 
1. W. Caxton, The Recuyell ~ ~ tlistoryes of Troye, p. 684. 
2. Idem., p. 685. 
3. Idem. , p. 685. 
4. Caxton, op. cit., pp. 685-686. 
17 
Revenge, to execute Clytemnestra. I t i s likely that Pickering 
reversed the order of the deaths for dramatic effect, allowing 
Clytemnestra to see her dead husband before going to her 
death: "fling him of the lader and then let on bringe in hie 
(1) 
mother Clytemnestra; but let her loke wher Egiethus hangeth." 
it is at this point in the play that Clytemnestra begs for 
mercy but is refused. To continue Caxton's account, Menelaus 
arrives in Crete with Helen and many kings of ureece gathered 
to see the woman who had caused the Trojan War. Menelaus then 
went to Mycene after hearing of the vengeance taken upon 
Clytemnestra, and informed Horestes that he was not worthy to 
rule the kingdom. fte gathered the kings at Athens to try 
Horestes for his crimes, where "Horestes excusid him therof/ 
saynge that/that he had doon the goddes had commanded hym. 
Then avanced hym the due of atthenes/and offryd for horestes 
that yf ther were ony man that wold prove that horestes bad 
not done well that he wold deffende hym/There was none that 
woul preue hit. And therfore was horreatea aseoylled and (2) 
resta.blisehyd in hys seygnourye." 
This passage and the following lines from Pickering's 
play indicate strongly the connection between the two accounts: 
1. Pickering, Horestes, stage direction at line 790. 
2. W. Caxton, Op. cit., p. 686. 
18 

I 
I 
Professor Thorndike's 
the ultimate source of Horestes 
I 
theory that Dictya Cretenai a . i j 
20
---~ 
i a supported by several appar- !I 
ent . parallels. According to the Dictys legend, Orestes, upon 
reaching manhood, asked Idomeneus for men and proceeded to 
Athens where he consulted the Oracle and having obtained the , 
answer that he should avenge his father's death upon his mother! 
and upon Aegisthus, he proceeded to Mycene with a great host 
where, because Aegisthus was absent, he first killed 
Clytemnestra and many others who dared to resist, and then 
laid an ambush for Aegisthus, who was captured and executed • 
.114.eneiaus arrived in Crete with .l:ielen where he learned of 
Agamemnon's death and Orestes's revenge. .l:ie went to mycene, 
accused Orestes of unnatural crimes, and then gathered the 
kings of Greece in Athens where Orestes was tried and acquitted! 
by the Areopagus, "among which the youth having stated his own (1) 
reasons was absolved." Dictys and Pickering are similar 
except in several particulars, the most obvious difference 
being that in the former Clytemnestra is killed before Aegis -
thus, as is also the case in Caxton. 
From the above examplee it seems more than probable 
that the immediate source of Pickering's .l:iorestes is Gaxton's 
~Recuyell ~ ~ .l:iistoryes £L Troye. Caxton and Dictys are 
similar in the general narrative, but there are likenesses in 
---------------------------------------------------------------1 I 
!I 1. Dictys Cretensis, ~ Bell.o !i · Excidio ·· Troj ae,, _: ~ook ' Yl, 
P• 104. 
II 
'I I 
I 
' ~I ------~==========================================================~========• 
'I 
I 
,I 
\~~---~  
I 
1 these 
. Ji which 
two accounts which do ~ot appear in Pickering's play and 
strongly suggest that Lefevre may have used Dictys as 
i 
the source of his original French account of the Trojan war. 
An examination of parallel passages points to this conclusion: 
"And in going thederward (to Mycene) passid by the 
cyte of trasem/whereof the kynge forensis was lord that halp 
hym wyth thre hondred knyghtes/for as moche as he hated 
egystus/ by cause that he sayd egystus had trouth plight his 
doughter/wyche had lefte her for the love of Clytemnestra/ 
ll) 
and so he wente with Horrestes for to make warre to egistus." 
The following is the version of Dictys which seems 
to be an account of the same episode which Caxton describes 
above: : 
"In this way armed by divine will \'Vi.th the proiflecy 
in hand he came to Stropnius: For he whose daughter had 
married Aegisthus, was aroused, because the first wife had 
been slighted and he had married Clytemnestra and had killed 
the king of all, Agamemnon, by craft; moreover he offered aid 
l2) 
to him against the unfriendly adversary." 
The manner in which Aegisthus was capture.d is also 
l very similar in the two accounts. 
I ii 
I -------------------------------------------------------------- I 
·I I, 
:I 
I, 
t' ,, 
jl 
II 
:I 
·' 
1. 
2. 
William Caxton, op. cit., p. 684. 
Dictys, op. cit., p. 104; translated by w. s. ~. 
, I 
I 
II II 
II I 
21 
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I· 
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I 
Caxton - MHe sette grete nombre of knyghts in a wayte 
(1) 
for to take him (Egustus) at his retournyng." 
Dictys - "Then they laid an ambush, having learned 
(2) 
that Aegusthus was approaching, and surrounded him." 
The brief mention of Erigone at the end of each 
episode also points to the connection between the two accounts. 
Caxton- "Erigone the daughter of Egistus and .of 
Clytemestra had so grete sorowe whan she sawe horestes in so 
(3) 
grate seygnourye that she henge and strangled her self." 
Dictys - "Erigone, who was the daughter of Aegisthus, 
when she knew her brother had been absolved, conquered by 
( 4} 
overwhelming grief, hanged herself." 
These three passages, none of which appears in 
Pickering's play, are so similar in meaning and even in wording 
at times, that the logical conclusion is that Lefevre used 
Dictys in his compilation of the history of Troy. The 
similarity between Pickering's play in the use of the Orestes 
story and Dictys' account is of such a nature as to suggest 
that the English dramatist did not take his material directly 
from Dictys but rather used Caxton's ~ Recuyell ~ ~ 
:,· interlude Horestes. 
:1 ----------------------- - -- - -------------·----------------------
Historyes ~ Troye, as the immediate source of his moral 
1
,! .. li.. W. CaXton, op. cit., P• 685. 
2 Dictys, loc. cit. ~ 3: w. Caxton, op. cit., p. 68?. I 4. Dictys, op. cit., p. 105. 
i 
I 
-----===J j 
Play 2t ~Wether, printed in 1533. In a few short speeches 
from two to six lines in length, the Vyce uses the couplet in 
which the rest of the play is written. The rustics generally 
use a four foot couplet, while the characters from classical 
sources invariably use a longer line, usually one of fourteen 
syllables, also riming in couplets. The length of line in the 
Vyce's speeches varies according to the type of character with 
whom he is speaking, the shorter line when the native rustics 
are on the stage, and the longer one when he speaks with the 
I 
classical types The repetition of rime tags is obvious, for 
:1 the forms used :equire many rimes and the author does not 
II 
i r· 
I 
li 
ll 
II 
!I 
concern himself too much to find variety. 
The songs which appear throughout the play are of 
interest for several reasons. In the first place they are 
- - --------~---~----------------------- ----- - --- -~-~~~-~~~-~~= -
l. c. F. T. Brooke, ~Tudor Drama, p. 174. 
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sung not only by the Vyce, as was the custom in some 
earlier productions, but also by other characters, notably 
Egisthus and Clytemnestra "who join in a duet in alternate (1) 
stanzas" to the tune of "Lady Lady" or "King Soloman,'' 
(11-538-601), a song which was known and printed in Eldertonts 
(2) 
"The Pangs of Love" in 1555. This duet is a love song of the 
story of Paris and Helen, a song which is referred to twice in 
~~ 
II 
Shakespeare's plays. In Romeo and Juliet, Act II, Scene 4, ,, 
line 128, Mercutio says, "Ancient lady farwell, (singing) 'lady J 
lady, lady]'' and in Twelfth Night, Act II, Scene 3, line ?0, 
Sir Toby sings, "There dwelt a man in ~abalon, lady, lady." 
The song given to tialtersyke (11. 306-329), is a 
soldier's farewell, sung to the tune of "Have over the water to 
Floride," also known as 11 Selenger 1 s Round." The mention of 
Florida is significant, but according to Mr. Ward what is more 
significant about this song is that "if it be the earliest of 
its kind in our literature, (it) must be regarded as the 
prototype of Dorset's delightful 'To all you ladies, now on 
( 3) 
land'," written almost a hundred years later. 
Mention is made of one more song, known through its 
inclusion in the Stationer's Register in 155?, "Who is merrier 
than the poorest sort" which is quoted in line 1051 as part of 
1. J. 
2. J. 
3. A. 
P. 
P. 
w. 
Collier, Illustrations of ~English Literature, 
Vol. II, p. iii. 
Collier, loc. cot. 
Ward, Histroy of English Dramatic ~iterature, Vol. l, 
:P• 208. 
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DIALECTICAL FORMS 
I 
I 
The dialectical forms in the speeches of 
folk in Horestes seem to agree in general with the 
the country II 
con vent i onal' 
forms used by the rustics in Elizabethan plays, and it i .s the 
opinion of several authorities that these forms were, for the 
most part, Southern, although the dramatists were not too 
(1) 
particular in the matter of exactness, for a mixture of 
Northern and Southern forms are found in many plays. ~oas has 
pointed out that the dialect used by the peasants in uammer 
Gurton's Ne.edle is predominantly l~orthern with inaccurate 
Southwestern forms mixed in, and that in this play the townsme 
use the Southwestern forms which later became the rustic (2) 
convention on the English stage. 
One example of the conventional rustic dialect is 
' 
I 
I found in Shakespeare's King~~ Act IV, Scene 6, lines 240ff e I 
when Edgar "assumes the lingo that, from the Elizabethan time 
to the end of the eighteenth century, served as the stage 
(3) 
dialect of rusticity." In the notes on this play Kittredge 
lists Pickering's Horestes as one of the plays which uses this 
dialect, which he characterizes as basically Someraetshire wit ( 4) I 
variations. 
- - --------- - - -- ------~---------------------------------------~ 1. G. 
J. 
2. F. 
3. G. 
4. G. 
L. 
o. 
s. 
L. 
L. 
Kittredge, Sixteen Plays of Shakespeare, p. 1206. 
Halliwell, A Dictionary £[Archaic ~Provincial 
Words, p. xxvii. 
Boas, Universitl Drama ~~Tudor ~' pp. 78-79. 
Kittredge, op. cit., p. 1206, footnote. 
Kittredge, op. cit., P• 1206. 
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It would seem from the above evidence that. while 
j many of the dialectical forms found in Horestes are Southern, 
I 
I. 
i 
the mixture of Northern forms would bear out rtalliwell, ~oas, 
i 
I 
I 
and Kittredge in their conclusion that the authors of 
I Elizabethan plays were not too particular about the consistency1 
1 
of the dialect used, but were more interested in indicating 
I that certain of the characters were country folk than in having! 
II the dialects true to any distinct locality. The sa.me lack of 
li consistency would indicate that Pickering was not using forms 
I
I 
1
1 of a dialect with which he was familiar; hence the county of 
I his origin is not indicated by the dialect which is used in 
I 
. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
1 
I 
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., 
,, 
his play. 
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.l:iORESTES !!!]. CAMBISES 
I: Since in the Elizabethan days plagiarism was no great I crime, many stories were used more than once by different 
I authors who had no qualms about helping themselves liberally 
jl from the work of some previous author. In the moral plays and 
interludes especially there was one timeworn plot which was I 
ll 
,, used agai n and again, that of the vyce cozening the rustics witJ 
II 
'I 
I 
l 
I 
,I 
II 
I 
his accompanying "thwackings 11 and beatings. This comic scene 
had been played so much that there were not enough variations 
to go around, so that not only similarities in the theme are 
noticeable but also similarities in the wording and phrasing to 
such an extent that coincidence can hardly be used as an 
explanation. 
There are such similarities in Pickering's Horestes 
and Thomas Preston's Cambises, published in 1569, though it is 
1 no easy matter to discover whether Pickering or Preston was the 
I 
original user of the materials. True it is that Uambises was 1 
printed two years after the publishing of .l:iorestes, but there 
is reason to believe that Preston's play "may have been written (1) 
several years earlier, perhaps as early as 1560." At any rate,
1 
there are enough passages in the two plays which are so alike 
as to be of interest. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
: ~-- ~: ::: -~::: :~-~=: ~- ~:: :; -:::::::::::::-::::: ~------ I~ 
p. 628, Footnote 1. J 
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The country characters speak in the Southern 
II I, 
'I 
dialect, I! 
Eliza- 11 which is natural since this device was widely used in (1) 
bethan times to indicate rustic characters, but Lob's first 
line and Hodge's initial speech are interesting to compare: 
"Gods vast, naybor, zay ye zo"? u. 755. 
"Jesu, nabor, with vyar and zworde, Zaye ye zo"? .n. 30 • 
.Ambidexter and Vyce have similar ideas on women and 
marriage which they express quite freely in their moralizing 
speeches, (C. 957~964; H. 1085-1114), but since comic scenes j 
between husbands and wives have long since been, and still are •II 
popular with the theater audiences, there is no reason to 
The scenes I believe that this is not a coincidental likeness. 
in which the vices cause the country folk to beat each other 
are also conventional although in each the trouble and name 
calling begins much in the same way when the two rustics 
insult the vices of the various plays and are outwitted and 
get the worst of it in the end when the vices play one 
countryman against the other. 
In spite of conventional similarities, there are 
enoJJ.gh likenesses between the plays to indicate that Preston 
may have used Pickering's play, for the only definite evidence 
to the contrary is the later printing -of Uambises and the 
fact that the spelling in this ptay is more modern than that· 
------------------------------------------------- -·-- ----------
1. F. S. Boas, University Drama ~~Tudor Age, p. 79. 
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I 
in Horestea. I These two bits of evidence are not strong enough 1 
I to support a conclusion, for as has been mentioned, uambises 
may have been written as early as 1560, and the more modern 
spelling may have been the work of a later reviser or of the 
printer himself. 
i 
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THE NAMES DEVIDED .1rOR VI TO PLAYE 
The fyrst the Vice and Nature arid Dewtey 3. 
(1) 
2 Rusticus, Idumeus, 2 Sodyer, Menelauus & ~obulles 5. 
3 Hodge, Counsell, Messenger, ~estor, & Commones 5. 
4 Horeetes, A Woman & Prologue 3. 
5 .H.aultersicke, Sodyer, Egistus, liarrauld, .trame. 
Truth, and Idumeus 7. 
6 H t Cl t t P . & ' l . ( 2 ) 4 emps rynge, y emnes ra, rov~syon, ~e m1one • 
Imprinted at London i n Fletestrete, at the eigne 
of the Falcon by Willi am Gryffith, and are to be 
solde at his shope in S. Dunstons 
Churcheyearde Anno. 1567 
------------------------------------------ -- ------------------
1. "Menelaus," Brandl 
2. "Hermione," Brandl 
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~· By gis, and ich chyll, master, for all my great payne, 
Of this matter to you to tell the veary pla.yne. 
My nab or Hodge and I{ in 1) good south, 
Mot hear in the veldes, I tell you the truth; 
Now as we wear talkinge, marke what I zaye, 
You came in straight, and of u s crost the waye. (2) 
Which thinge for zartyn when I did espye, 
(3) (4) 
This fancey vlouncht in my head by and by; 
And to Hodge I zayde that, by gys l dyd veare. 
That your masshyp, good master, the devyaunce doth beare: 
And be cause you weare lyttell, and of stature but smaull, 
Your person a hourchet, in fayth, I dyd caull. 
But, by gis, be contentyd, vor chyll neaver more 
Ofvend you a gaine, but cham zorey thearevore. 
Vyce. Yf they weare not twayne, I cared not a poynt; 
But two is to meyney, the proverbe douth tell; 
( 5) 
Elles, be his oundes, I would jobard this joynt, 
And teache them agaynst me againe to rebell 
OJ that I wear abull the knaves vor to quell, 
Then would I tryomphe, passing all measure. 
( 6) 
Hodge. Zentyl man, zentyl man, at your owne pleasure 
I n fayth we be; and thearevore we praye, 
What thy name is to us vor to zaye? 
?0 
80 
----------- - · -~- -~ - ----------------- --------... -----------------
1. .ll'i.eld s. , 
2. Cer t ain. 
3. Flounced, 
~-~~-- ---
rushed. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Immediately. 
Risk this limb. 
Gentleman. 
43 

Rust. Godes gee, maister Pacience, I praye you me tell, (1) (2) 
What hereon charles doge my hogge so dyd quell? 110 
Ich zware by ~ise, and holye zaynt blyve, 
(3) 
Chyll be zwinge him, and ich be a lyve. 
Be godes de, cham angry, and not well content; 
Chould ha wear hear, chould make him repent. 
(4) 
Ich had rather gyven vore stryke of carne, 
Than to had my hogge on this wyse forlorne~ 
But if I knewe whous dogge chould be·, 
Revenged well inough, ich warrent the. 
Vyce. Ha, ha, he1 by God, Rust i cus, I may saye in no game, 
I knowe the person whose dogge so did slaye 120 
Thy hogge; fye, fye, man1 it was vearey shame 
For thy nabor hodge to let it, by this daye. 
Well, I wyll go to him, ~nd se, if I maye 
By aney meanes procure him to make the amendes: 
Ille do the beat I can to make you both frendes. 
~· Chyll be no frendes, chad rather be hanged, 
( 5) 
Tyll iche have that auld karl wel and thryfteley banged; 
And tweare not your maahyppe dyd me with hould, 
To ewing the ourchet iche chould be boulde. 
Vyce. Ha, ha, heJ nay, nay, spare not for me~ 130 
Go to it strayght, if thear to ye gre. 
1. Whoresome rustic's. 4. jjUshel or half bushel. 
2. Kill. 5. Same as chur l, rustic. 
3. Beat, thrash. 
45 
46 
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~· Hodg e I harde say, thou illy hast wrought, 
For my hogge unto death with thi dog thou hast brought, 
Ich byd the thy vaute to me to amend, 
Or chyll zwaddell the, iche zweare, in my bat end. 
(1) 
Hodge. Zwaddell me? godes getJ chyll care not a poynte; 
Iche have a good bat thy bones t o a noynte: 
Thou old carl, I zaye, thy hoge hurted me, 
And therefore I wyll have a mende s now of the. 
My rye and my otes, my beanes and my pease, 140 
They have eaten up quight, but small for my ease; 
And therefore iche zaye, all thy hogges kepe vaste, 
Or i che wyl l them wearey as longe as they laste. 
By goge s getJ I can never come in my ground, 
But that zame zwyne in my pease iche have founde. 
Vyce. Tout, toutJ Rusticus, these wordes be but wynd. 
To him, man, to him, and swaddell him well; 
Ye, neaver leave him as lange as thou can fynd 
(2) 
Him what, but teathe him a gaine to rebell; 
What nedest thou to care, though his wordes be so fell. 150 
Tout, toutJ tharte unwyse ; and follow my mynde, 
And I warrant the, in end some ease thou shalt finde. 
Rust. Gages gee, hourson Hoge, paye me for my zwine, 
Or eles larne to kepe that cockscome of thyne. 
------- -~- -------------- -------------------------------- - -- ---~--
1. Beat. 
2 . Brandl suggests "teache. 11 
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Up with thy staf and be readye to smyte, but Hodge 
smit first, and let the vise thwacke them both and 
run out. 
Hodge. Godes de, do thy worst, I care not a poynte: 
Chyll paye the none, chyll jobard a joynte. 
Vyce. Nay, stand I styll some what, I wyll lend: · 
Take this for a reward; now a waye I must wend. 
~· 0 Godea get1 cham zwinged zo zore, 
Iche thincke, chaul neaver lyve one houre more. 
Hodge. 0 godes1 ge I tbincke my bownes will in zonder; 
Yf ich get home, by gis, ittea a wounder; 
Farewell, Rusticus, for, by gis, ich chaull, 
When I mete the againe, bezwinge the vor all. 
Rust. Naye, letes be frendes, and chyll, in good part, 
(1) 
Of browne ale at my houa give the a whole whart: 
What, Hodge, shake hondes, mon; be merey and lauffe, 
By goges ge, iche had not the best end of the staffe. 
Hodge. Cham content, naybor Ruaticus, shall be ene so. 
160 
Come, to they house I pray the, let us go. (Go out.) 170 
Horestea entrith 
Horestes. To caull to minde the crabyd rage of mothers yll 
attempt 
Provokes me now all pyttie quight from me to be exempt. 
Yet lo1 dame nature teles me, that I must with willing mind 
Forgive the faute, and to pytie some what to be inclynd, 
-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
1. Q.uart. 
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(1) 
But lo1 be hould thad ulltres dame, on hourdome morder vill 
Hath heaped up, not contented, her epousaule bed to fyll 
With forrayne love, but sought also my fatal thred to share, 
Ae erst before my fathers fyll. in sonder she dyd pare. 
0 paterne love~ Why douste thou eo, of pytey me request, 
Syth thou to me was quight denyed, my mothers being prest. 180 
When tender yeres this corps of mine did hould, alae for wo, 
When frend my mother shuld have bin, then she was chefe my fo. 
Oh godes1 therefore, eith you be just, unto whose poure and 
wyll, 
All thing in heaven, and earth also, obaye and earve untyll, 
Declare to me your gracious mind: shall I revenged be, 
Of good Kynge Agamemnones death, ye godes, declare to me? 
Or shall I let the adulltres dame styll wallow in her sin? 
Oh .godes of war, gide me aright, when I shall war begyn. 
Vyce. Warre, quoth he, I, war in dede? and trye it by the 
eworde. 
God save you, syr~ the godes to ye have sent this kind of 
word; 190 
That in the hast your armour take, your fathers fose to slaye, 
And I as gyde with you shall go, to gyde you on the way. 
By me thy mind ther wrathful dome shalbe performed in dede. 
Therefore, tlorestes, marke me well, and forward do procede, 
----------------- - -------------------------------- - ------~~-~-
1. Adul troue. 
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Horestes. At hand, 0 King, thy sarvant is, which wissheth to 
(1) 
thy grace (Kenll downe.) 
All hayl, with happey fate certayne, with pleasures many 
fould! 
But yet, my leege, a sute I have, if I might be so bold 
To crave the same, my soferayn lord, Whereby I might aspyer 
Unto the thing with very much, 0 king, I do requier. 
Idumeus. What thing is that? if we suppose it laufull for to 
be, 
On prynces faith, without delaye, it shall be given the. 250 
Vgce. Tout! let him alone now, we may, in good south; 
I was not so lustey my pourpose to get. 
But now, of my honestey, I tell you of truth, 
In revenging the wronge his mynd he hath set. 
' It is not Idumeus that hath pouer to let 
Horestes fro sekinge his mother to kyll. 
Tout! let hym alone, hele have his owne wyll. 
Horestes. Sith that your grace hath willed me this my desair 
to show, 
Oh, gratious king, this thing it is I let your grace to know; 
That long I have request to vew my fathers kingley place, 260 
And eke for to revenge the wrong done to my fathers grace 
Is myne intent: wherefore, 0 king, graunt that without delaye 
(2) 
My earytage and honor eke atchyve agayne I maye. 
------------------------------------------------------------· 
1. Brandl corrects to "Knell." 
2. Heritage. 
52 
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Idumeus. Stey their a whyle, Horestes mine, tyll councell so 
decree 
The thing that shall unto your state most honorabell bee. 
My counciler, how do you thinke? let us your councell have: 
How think you by this thing, the which Horestes now doth 
crave? 
Councell. As I do thinke, my soferayne lord, it should be 
nothing ill 
A prynce for to revenged be on those which so did kyll 
His fathers grace; but rather shall it .be a feare to those 
That to the lyke at anye time their cruell mindes dispose: 2?0 
And also, as I thinke, it shall an honer be to ye. 
To adjuvate, and helpe him with some men revenged to be. 
This do I thinke, most fyttest for your state, and his also 
Do as you lyst, sieth that your grace my mind herein doth know 
Idumeus. Si th counc ell thinkes it fyt, in ded, revenged for 
to be, 
That you Horestes, in good south, for to revenge I gree: 
And also to mayntaine your war, I graunt you with good will 
A thousand men, of stomake bolde, your enimise to kyll. 
Take them forth with, and forward go, let slyp no time ne tyd, 
280 
For chaunce to leasure to be bound, I tell you, can not byd. 
Go therfore straight, provide your men, and like a manly knigh , 
(1) 
In place of stouer put forth thy selfe, assay with all thy 
might 
--- - -------------------------~-------------- - ----------------~ 1. Battle. 
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And give us hartes and Will es also, whereby we may prevayll, 
And suffer not, you godes, I praye, our courragis to fayll, (1) 
But let our hartes addytyd be for aye, as we pretend, 
And of that vile adul l tres dame, oh godes, now make an end. 
My hands do thryst her blod to have, nought can my mind 
content 
Tyll that on her I have performed, oh godes, your just 
judgment. 
Nature. (stand up) Nay, stey, my child, from mothers blo~d 
withdraw thy bloudy hand. 
Horeates. No, nought at all, oh nature, can my purpose now 
withstand. 
Shal l I forgive my fathers death? my hart can not agre 410 
My father slayne in such a sorte, and unrevengyd be. 
Nature. Consider first, horestes myne, what payne for the 
she toke. 
Horeates . And of my fathers death, againe, o .Nature, do thou 
louke. 
Nature. I do confess, a wycked facte it was; this is most 
];>layne. 
Not withstanding from mothers bloud thou must thy hands 
refrain. 
Canst thou, alacke, unhappey wight, consent revenged to be 
On her whose pappes before this time hath given foud to the? 
-------------------------------------------------------------
1. :Prepared. 
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Egistus. Yf that in Paris Cupides shafte, 
Clytem. 
0 Clytemnestra, toke such place, 
That tyme ne waye he never left, 
Tyll he had gotte her comely grace, 
I think my chaunce not ill to be, 
.Ladye, ladye, 
That ventryd lyte to purchase ye, 
My dere ladye. 
Kynge Priames sonne loved not so sore 
The gretian dame, they brothers wyfe: 
But she his person estemed more, 
Not for his sake savinge her lyfe; 
Which caused her people to b e slayne, 
With him to flye, 
And he requight her love to gayne 
Most faythfullye. 
Egistus. And as he recompence agayne 
The fayre quene Hellyn for the same: 
So, whyle I lyve, I will take payne, 
My wyll alwayes to yours to frame, 
Syth that you have voutsafe to be 
Ladye, ladye, , 
A queene and ladye unto me 
My deare ladye. 
69 
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Clytem. And as she lovyd him best, whyle lyfe 
Dyd last, so tend I you to do, 
=~!=70= 
Yf that devoyd of warr and stryfe 
The godes shall please to graunt us to, 
Syeth you voutsafest me for to take, 
0 my good knyght, 
And me thy ladye for to make, 
My hartes delyghte. 
600 
Egi stus. As j oyfull as the warlyke god is, Venus to behoulde, 
So is my hart repleate with joye, much more a thousand fould, 
Lady deare, in that I do possess my hartes delyghte. 
(Let the trumpet blowe within) 
(1) 
What meanes this sound? for very much it doth my hart aflight. 
Clytem. Feare nought at all, Egistus myne, no hourt it doth 
pretend. 
But, lo, me thinkes a messenger to us heather doth wend. 
{Messenger. enter} 
The gods presarve your eaquall state and send you of their 
blysJ 
Clytem. Welcom, good messenger; what newese, l pray the, with 
the is? 
~· Yft please your grace, even now their is aryved in this 
land 610 
The mightey knight Horestes with a mightey pewaaunt band, 
--- - - - - - - -~----~·-~ - -- - -- -- -------------- - ----------------- - --
1. Brandl suggests "afright." 
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Sodyer. Come on then in hast, my prysoner thou art; 
Come, followe me, I saye. we must nedes depart. 
(Go a fore her, and let her fal downe upon the (1) 
(sodier) and alto be beate him.) 
Woman. A horson slave, I wyll teach the, in faye, 
To handle a woman on an other waye. 
To put me in feare with out my de zarte1 
I wyll t'eache the, in faye, t o playe such a parte. 
Sodyer. Be contentyd, good woman, and thou shalt be 
Neaver heare after molysted fo r me. 
Woman. Naye, vyllyn slave, a mendes thou shalt make, 640 
In that thou be fore me as prysinor dydest take. 
No we I have cought the, and my prysoner thou art; 
By h i s oundes, horson slave, this go s e to they harte. 
Sodyer . Naye, save my lyfe, for I will be 
Thy prysoner and, lo, I yelde me to the. 
Woman. Come, wend thou with me, and they wepon thou shalt hav , 
Syth that thou voutsafyete, my lyfe for to save. 
(take his weapons and let h i m ryse up and then 
go out both. Enter the Vyce, synginge this 
song to the tune of 'the Paynter.' 
Vyce. Stand backe, ye elepinge iakes at home, 
And let me go. 
-- --------------------- ----------------------------------------
1. Inserted by Brandl. 
~~----.===============================================~=======1 
I' I 
I 
II 
I 
( 1) 
You lye, syr knave; am I a mome? 
Why saye you so? 
Tout) tout, you dare not come in felde, 
For feare you shoulde the goste up yelde. 
With "blase he gose, the gunne shot flye, 
It feares, it seares, and their doth lye. 
A houndreth in a moment be 
Distroyed quight; 
Si r sause, in fayth, yf you shoulde se 
The gonne shot lyght, 
To quake for feare you would not etynte, 
When as by forse of gonnshotes dynte 
The rankes in raye are tooke awaye, 
As pleaseth fortune oft to playe. 
(2) 
But in this stower who beares the fame 
But onley I? 
Revenge, Revenge, ~~11 have the name 
Or he wyll dye. 
I spare no wight, I feare none yll, 
But with this blade I will them kyll; 
For when myne eayre is set on fyare 
I rap them, I snap them, that is my desyare. 
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.!farwell s a dew, to wares I muste 
In all the hast. 
My cosen cutpursae wyll, I truste, 
Your pursse well tast~ 
But to it, man, and feare for nought; 
Me saye to the, it is well fraught 
With ruddockes red: be at a becke, 
Beware the arse, breake not thy necke. (uo out.) 
(Horestes entrith with his bande and marcheth about 
the state.) 
Horestea. Come on, my sodyera, for at home aryved their we be, 
680 
Where as we must have our desyare, or els dye manfulley. 
The walles be hye, yet I intend uppon them first to go, 
And, as I hope, you sodierrs will your captayne eke follow. 
Yf I for sake to go before, then fley you eke be hynde, 
And as I am, so eke I trust my sodyers for to finde. 
Come hether, harauld, go proclame this mine intent straightway: 
To yonder citie say that I am come to their decaye. 
Unless they yeld, I will destroye both man, woman and childe, 
And eke their towers that for the war so strongly they do 
bylde. 
Byd them in hast to yeld to me for nought I do a byde 690 
But for their aunswear or elles fourthwith for them and 
theres proui d. 
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~· Your gratious minde straight shalbe don; cum, trompet, 
let us go. 
That I have don your message wel, your grace ful wel shal kno. 
Horestes. Hye the apase and let me have agayne an aunsweare 
a one, 
And then a non thou shale wel se, ~~at quickely shalbe done. 
(Let the trumpet go towarde the Citie and blowe.) 
~· How, whow is their that kepes the gate? give eare my 
words unto. 
Clytem. what wouldst thay have, ha.rald .. ? declare, what hast 
thou her to do? 
(Let the trumpet leave soundynge and let harrauld 
speake and Clytemnestra speake over the wal.) 
~· My master bydes the, yeld to him this citie out of hande 
Or elles he will not leave on stone on other for to stand; 
And all things elles within thi s towne he will have at his wil, 
700 
As pleaseth him by any meanes to save or elles to spyll. 
What you will now, therfore declare, e.nd aunswere to him aendJ 
Clytem. This Ci t ie here against him and his .r wyll def ende. 
~· Then i n his name I do defye both the and all with in. 
Clytem. By him and his, tell him, in south, we do not set apyn. 
~· Yfit please your grace, this word she sends: she wil 
not yeld to ye, 
But yf you com, unto your harme, she sayee, that it shal be. 
(Let the haraulde go out here.) 
, I 
~~=~,=-~~~·=-~=-=·=-============================================~======~ 
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Eather t o be the conquerer 1 or elles to dye in felde: 
Lyft up your hartes, and let us se, how ye your blase can yeld. 
Egistue. Lyke manley men adresse your selves, to get immortal 
fame; 
Yf ye do flye, lo, what doth rest behynde but foull defame? 
760 
Strike up your drums, let trumpets sound, your banners eke 
display, 
And I my selfe, as captayne, to you wyll lead the waye .. 
Horeste s . Thou traytor to my father dere, what makest the her 
in feld? 
Repent the of thy wyckednes, and to me strayght do yeld. (1) 
Egistus. Thou pryncoks boy and bastard slave, thinks thou me 
to sub dew? 
It l yeth not with in thy powre, thou boye, I tell the trew. 
But yf I take thy corpes, it shalbe a fade the byrdes to fede. 
Stryke up your droums and forwar d now, to wars let us procede. 
(stryke up your drum and fyght a good whil, end then 
let sum of Egi stus men flye, and then take hym and 
let Horestes drau him vyolentlye, and let the drums 
sease.} 
Horeste s . Oh vyllayne trayghtor , now the gods, ne martall man 
shall save 
Thy corps from death; for blud for blud my fathers deth doth 
crave. 770 
- ~ ------ - - - --- - ---- - ----- --- - -- - -~- - -~ - - -- ------- -------- - - - --I 1. Conceited. 
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slaJ 80 Oh tyraunt fyree, couldest thou vouteafe my father for to 
But now no forse, for thou hast wroue~t at last thine one decay 
Egistus. Alacke, alacke, yet spare my lyfe, Horestes, I the 
praye. 
Horestes. Thy lyfe? naye, trayghtor vyle, that chefe r do 
denaye. 
For as thou hast deservyd, so I shall thy facte requit; 
That once couldst seme to me and mine for to work such dispight 
Therfore com forth, and for thy facte receave dew punnishment. 
Repent, I say, this former lyfe, for this is my iudgment: 
That for my fathers death, the which we finde the chefe to be 
The causer of, thou shalt be hanged, where we thy death may se; 
780 
And as thou for my fathers death dew punnishment receive, 
So shall my mother in lykewise, for that she gave the leave 
Him for to slaye, and eke to it with good will condyeende. 
Therfore com of, and sone dyspatch, that we had made an ehd. 
Egietue. Ah, heavey fate and chaunce most yll, wo worth this 
hap of mineJ 
For give my faute, you sacryd godes, and to my wordes incline 
Your gracious eare; for causer furst I was, this is most 
plaine, 
Of Agamemnona death, wherefore I must receave this paine. 
I 
Pardon I crave; voutsafe, ye godes, the same to graunt it me. 
Now, sodier, worke thy wyll in hast, 1 praye the harteley. 790 
~ then 
Il
l! (fling him of the lader and let on bringe in his 
,I 
1\ mother Clytemnestra: but let her loke wher Egisthus 
I 
-------;r- hangeth. 
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Clytem. Ah, heavey fate, would god l had in tormoyle great - byn I 
slayne, 
Syth nothing can liorestes hands from sheding bloud restraine. 
Vyce. How chaunce, you dyd not then lament, his father when (1) 
you flew? 
But now when Death doth you prevent, to late ites for to rew. 
Clytem. Yet hope I that he will me graunt, my lyf that I 
should have. 
Vyce. Even as much as thou voutsafest, his fathers lyfe to 
save. 
Therfore com of~ we must not stey all daye to wayght on the. 
Lo, myghtye prince, for whom ye sent~ lo, preasent h_ere is she. 
Clytem. Have mercy, sonne, a.nd quight remitte this faute of 
mine, I pray; 
Be mercyfull, Horestes myne, and do not me denaye. 800 
Consider that in me thou hadest they hewmayne shape composid: 
That thou shouldst slay thy mother, son, let it not be 
di sclosyd. 
Spare to perse her harte with sword; call eke unto thy mynd 
Edyppus fate, and as ~ero showe not thy selfe unkynde. 
(Take down Egistus and bear him out.) 
Horestes. Lyke as a braunch, once set a fyare, doth cause the 
tree to bourne, 
As Socrates supposeth, so a wicked wight doth tourne 
-------------------------~-----------------------------------~ 
1. Brandl suggests "slew." 
Those that be good, and cause them eke hie evell to sequeet. 
(1) 
Wherefore the poete Iuuenal doth thinke it for the beasts, 
That those, ' that lyve lycentioualey, Should brydlyd be With 
payne, 
And eo others, that ellee, would syn, therby they might 
restrain; 
For thus he eayeth that Cities are well governed in dede, 
Where punniehment for wycked ones by lawe is so decrede; 
And not decrede, but exereyeed in punnyehinge of those, 
Which law ne ,pain from waloing still in vice their mind 
dispose. 
810 
And as thou hast byn chiefes cause of yelding up they breath, 
So call to minde: thou wast the cause of Agamemnons death; 
For which, as death is recompence of death, so eke with the, 
~·or kylli nge of my father thou now kylled eke shaul t be. 
This tbinge to se accompleysyd revenge with the shall go~ 
Now have her hence, sieth that you all my iudgment here do kno.1 820 
Clytem. Alacke, alack, with drawe thy hand, my son. from 
sheding bloud. 
vyce. Thou art a foule thus for to prate, this doth Horestes 
good. 
Com on awayJ thou doust no more but him with words molest. 
A, foulyshe foull, that thou wart ded, he takes it for the 
bestJ 
-----------~----- ------------ - ------------- - ------------------
1. Brandl suggests "best." 
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Clytem. (Knele downe.) Yf ever aney pytie was of mother plant 
in the, 
Let it apeare, tiorestes myne, and showe it unto me. 
Horestes. What pyttie thou on father myne dydest cursedley 
be stowe, 
The same to · the at this present I purpose for to showe. 
Therfore, Revenge, have her a way, and as I iudgment gave; 
So se, that She in order lyke her punishment dew have. 830 
Vyce. Let me alone, com on .a way, that thou weart out of sight• 
A pestelaunce on the crabyd queaneJ I thinke, thou do delyght 
Him to molest; com of in hast, and troubell me no more; 
Com on, com on, ites all in vaine, and get you on a fore. 
(Let Clytemnestra wepe and go out, reveng also.) 
Horestes. ~ow, syeth we have the conquest got of all our 
mortall fose, 
Let us provide, that occasion we do not chaunce to lose. 
Stryke up your droumesJ for enter now we wyll the citie gate; 
For nowe reseataunce none there is, to let us in there at~ 
(Enter in fame, and lett all the aodyers folow him 
in a raye.) 
~· As eache man bendea him aelfe, so I report his fame in 
dede; 
( 1) 
Yf yll, then yll, through iarne trump his fame doth straigh 
prosede: 840 
---------------------------------------------------------------
1. Brandl suggests "straight." 
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I 
I 
As Ovid sayeth, I am, in dede, the spure to each estate· 
• 
.&'or by my troumpe I often cause the wicked man to hate 
Is fylthey lyfe, and eke I stoure the good more good to ge: 
So much the hart and willof man is lynked unto me. 
Vyce. A new master, a new! naye, I wyll go; 
Tout, tout, Horestes is be com a neweman. 
Now he sorroweth: to bad that it is eo: 
Yet I wyll dresse him, by his oundes, and I can. 
Who, Saintie amen, god morrowe, mystress ~an! 
(1) 
By his oundes, I am glad to se the so trycke. 
Nay, may I be so bould at your lyppes to have a lycke? 
Jesus, how coye do you make the same~ 
You neaver knew me afore, I dare saye: 
In fayth, in fayth, I was to blame, ( 2) 
That I made no courchey to you by the way. 
Who, berladye, ~an, thou art trym and gaye; 
Woundes of me, she hath wingee also; 
870 
Who, wother, with a myschefe, doust thou thinke for to go? 880 
To heaven? or to hell? to pourgatorye? or spayne? 
To Venys? to pourtugaull? or to the elles Ganarey? 
Nay, stay a whyle; for a myle or twayne 
I wyll go with the, l sweare by saynt marey. 
l1 Wylt thou have a bote, Nan, over seay to the carey? 
II 
II 
li 
1: 
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.Neat. 
Courtsy. 
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For yf ;t chaunce for to th ~ rayne, as e weathers not harde, 
It may chaunce this trym geare of thine to be marde. 
~· Omnia si perdis, farnam servare memento, 
(1) 
~ue seml amissa, postia nullus erie: 
Above eache thinge kepe well thy fame, what ever that thou 
lose; 890 
.it'or fame once gone, they memory with fame a way it gose· 
( 2) ' 
And it once lost thou shalt, in south, accomptyd lyke to be 
A drope of rayne that faulyth in the bosom of the see. 
Me, fame, therfore, as Ovid thinkes, no man hath powre to hod; 
To those, with whom I please to dwell, l am more rich then 
gold. 
What causid som for countris soyle them selves to perrell cast 
But that the knew that after death the fame of theirs shall 
last? 
Not on, but all, do me desiare, both good and bad lykewyse; 
As may apeare, yf we perpend, of Nerose enterpryse, 
Which first did cause his masters death, and eke wheras he 
laye 900 
In mothers wound to se, in south, his mother dyd straight slay. 
With this Horestes eke takes place, whose father being slayn 
·trhrogh mothers gile, from mothers blod his hands could not 
refraine; 
---------------------------------------------------------------· 
1 . Possibly from Ovid, but not listed in concordance. 
2. . 'Jonsi d.ered. 
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But lyke as he revengyd the death of father in his eyare, 
So fathers brother~ in lyke sort, Revenge hath set on fyare. 
For he is gon for to request the ayde of ~rynces great: 
ll) 
So sore his hart is set on fyare throught raging rigorus heat~ 
What to detarmayne all the kynges of grece aryved be 
At Nestores towne, that Athens highte, their iudgment to deere. 
Vyce. Oundes, harte and nayles, naye, now l am drest; 910 
Is the kinge Menalaus at Athenes aryvede 
And I am be hind? to be packinges the best, 
Least the matter, in south, · to sore to contryved. 
(2) 
Auxilia humilia firma consensus facit: this allwayes provided, 
That consent maketh suckers most sure for to be. 
Well, I wyll be their strayght wayse, you shall ae. tgo out. 
Fame. As Publius doth well declare, we ought chefest to se 
-
Unto our selves, that nought be don after extremite. 
(3) 
Ab alio expectea, alteri quod feceris. 
(4) 
For loke, what mesure thou dost meate, y same againe shalbe 
920 
At other tyme, at others hand, repayde againe to the. 
Therefore I wyshe eache wight to do to others, as he would, 
That they, in lyke occasion, unto him offer should. 
Wel, forth I must, sam newse to here, for fame no where can 
stay~ 
But what she hears throughout the world abrod she doth display. 
(go out.) 
1 -------------------r------------------------------------------i 1. 
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Prouicion. Make roume and gyve place; stand backe there a fore r 
For all my speakinge, you presse styll the more. 
Gyve rome, I saye quickeley, and make no dalyaunce; 
It is not now tyme to make aney taryaunce. 
The kinges here do com, therefore give way, 
Or elles, by the godes, I wyll make you, I saye. 
La, where my Lorde Kynge Nestor doth com, 
And Horestes with him, Agamemnons sonne, 
Menelaus, a kyng lykewyse of great fame: 
Make rome, I saye, before their, with shameJ 
Nestor. Nowe syeth we be here, Kynge Menalay~ 
Unto us we praye you~ your matter to saye. 
(1) 
For these prynces here, after they have perpendyd, 
If ought be amys, it shall be amendyd. 
(2) 
But, syrra provision, go in haste and fet 
Good kynge Idumeus, tell him we are set. 
~· As your gracis have wylled, so tend I to do; 
I wyll fetche him strayght, and bringe him you to. 
(Pause a while till he be gon out, and then 
(3) 
speak tretably.) 
Horestes. If ouppt be amys, the same sane shall be, 
If I have co~~ytted, amendyd of me; 
But loJ Idumeus, the good kyng of Crete, 
Is come to this place, us for to mete. 
930 
940 
tuo out.) I 
----------------------- ----------------------------------------
1. EXamined. 2. Fetch. 
3. Distinctly. 
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The wido that through forrayne wars was left now comfortles, 
He spared not, but them and there a he cruelly dyd dystres. 
Wherfore sith that he thus hath wrought, as far as l can see, 
From Mycoene land we should provid, him exylyd to be. 
Horestes. Syth that you have accusyd m~, I must my aunswere 
make, 970 
And here before these kings of Grece this for my aunswer take: 
0 ounckle, that I never went, revengment for to do 
On fathers fose, tyll by the godes I was comaund there to, 
Whose heastes no man dare once refuse, but wyllingly obaye. 
That I have slayne her wylfully, untruely you do saye. 
I dyd but that I could not chuse; ites hard for me to kycke, 
Syth gods commaund, as on would say, infayth, against the 
prick. 
In that you say, I speryd none, your grace full well may se, 
That lyttell mercy they supposyd, in south, to show to me. 
When as they bad me do my worst, requesting them to yeld, 980 
It is no iest, when sodyares ioyne, to fight within a felde. 
Thus, I suppose, sufficiently I aunswerd have to end 
Your great complaynt, the which you so mightely did defend. 
Idumeus. In dede, as Hermes doth declare, no man can once 
eschew 
The iudgment of god most iust 1 that for his fautes is dew: 
And as god is most mercyfull, so is he iust lyke wyse, 
And wyll correcte most suerley those, that his heastes dispyse. 
90 
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Nestor. As you, good King Idumeus, have saye, so lykewise 1 
Do thinke it trew; therefore as nowe I do him here defye, 
That one dare say that he hath wrought the thing that is not 
right. 990 
Lo, here my glove to him I give, in pledge with him to fyght. 
I promys here to prove there by, horestes nought dyd do, 
But that was iust and that the gods commaundyd him there to; 
That he is kinge of Mycoene land, who ever do deney, 
I offer here my glove, with him therfore to lyve and dye. 
Yf none there by wyll under take, his tyghtull to with saye, 
Let us be frendes unto him nowe, my ~ordes, I do ye praye. 
It was the part of such a knyght, revengyd for to be; 
Should Horestes content him selfe, his father slayne to se? 
No, no, a ryghtuous facte, I thinke, the same to be in dede, 
1000 
Syeth that it was accomplysht so, as godes before decrede. 
Menelaus. In dede, I must confesae that I revengyd should 
have be, 
If that my father had byn alayne with such great cruelte. 
But yet I would for natures sake have spared my mothers lyfe. 
0 wretched man, o cruell beast, o mortall blade and knyfeJ 
Idumeus. Sease of, syr kyng, leave morning; lo, nought can it 
you avaylle. 
Not with standing be rulyd now, we pray, by our counsaylle. 
Consider first your one estate, consider what maye be 
A ioyefull mene to end at leyngth this your calamytie. 
Horeste s , he is younge of yeares, and you are somewhat olde, 
1010 
And sorrowe may your grace to sane within her net in folde. 
Therefore ites best, you do forget, so shall you be at ease, 
And, I am sure, Horestes wyll indevor you to please. 
So far as it for him may be with honor lefe to do, 
He wyll not shrynke, but wyll consent your gracis bydding to. 
For assuraunce of your good wyll Horestes here doth crave; 
Your daughter, fayre Hermione, in maryage for to have, 
Thereby for to contynew styll true love and amytie, 
(1) 
That ought, in sought, betwirte to such i ndefferent for to be. 
Menelaus. As for my frendshyp, he shallhave~ the godes his 
helper be: 1020 
But fo r my daughters maryage, I can not graunt to be. 
She i s, but yang and much unfet, such holy ryghtes to take; 
Therefore, syr kyngs, at this present no aunswere ! can make. 
Nestor. She is a dame of comley grace; therefore, Kyng 
Menalaye, 
Graunt this to us this stryfe to end; of kynge, we do the praye 
For eache of them a grede be, the other for to have; 
Good syr, graunt this, that at thy handes so iustley we do 
crave. 
Menelaus. 0 Nobell king, what that it were, 1 could not you 
denaye; 
I must nedes graunt, when nought I have against you to repley. 
-- -~ - --------------------------- - - - -- -- --- -~ -------------------
1 . .1:3randl suggests "south, 11 "be:t;yvixte." 
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Horestes, here before these kinges, my sonne I the do make. 
1030 
Horestes. And the, o kynge, whyle lyfe doth last, for father 
I do take. 
~ester. Ryght ioyfull is this thinge to us, and happey for 
your state; 
Therfore with spede let us go hence, the maryage to seleybrate, 
And all the godes, I praye, presarve and kepe you both from wo. 
Com on, syr king; shall we from hence unto our pallace go? 
Menelaus. As it shall please your grace, in dede, so we 
consent to do. 
Idumeus. And we lykevzyse, oh gratious Prynce, do condisend 
there to. (go out all.) 
(Vyce entrith with a staffe and a bottell or 
dyshe and wallet.) 
Revenge. I woulde, I were ded and layde in my graveJ 
Oundes of me, I am trymley promouted: 
Ah, ah, oh, well, now for 'my labor these trynketes l have! 
1040 
Why, se you not, I praye you, how I am flouted. 
A bagge and a bottell, thus am I loutedJ 
Eache knave now a dayes would make me his man; 
But chyll master them, I, be his oundes, and I can. 
A begginge, a begginge, nay now I must go. 
Horestes is maryed, god send him much care; 
And I, Revenge, am driven him fro. 
And then ites no marvayll, though I be thus bare; 
But, peace, who better then beggars doth fare? 
93 
For all they be beggares, and have no great port. 
Who is meryer, then the pooriste sort? 
What shall I begge? nay 1 thates to bad; 
Is theyr neare a man, that a sarvaunt doth lacke? 
Of myne honestye, gentle woman, I would be glad 
You to sarve but for clothes, to put on my backe. 
A waye with these rages, from me the shall packe. 
(Put of the beggares cote and all thy thynges.) 
What, thinke you scorne, me your servaunt to make? 
A nother wyll have me, yf you me forsake. 
Parhappes you all mervayll of this sodayne mutation, 
How sane I was downe from so hye a degre? 
To satisfye your myndes, I ~yl yuse a perswation; 
This one thinge, you knowe, that on caulyd amyte, 
Is unto me, revenge, most contrarey; 
And we twayne to geather could not abyde, 
Which causyd me so sane from hye state to slyde. 
Horestes and his ounckell, Kynge Menalaus, 
Is made such sure frendes, without paradventure, 
Through the pollycye of olde Idumeus, 
That, as far as I can se, it is to hard to enter: 
Ye, and thates worsse; when I sought to venture, 
I was dryven with out comfort awaye from their gate; 
I was glad to be packinge, for feare of my pate. 
!I Yet befor I went, my fancey to please, 
!• The maryage selebratyd at the church I dyd se. 
:i 
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Wyllinge I wad, them all to dysease; 
But I durst not be so bold, for master Amyte 
Sot by Menalus, and bore him companye, 
On the other syde Dewtey with Horestes boure swaye 1 
So that I could not enter, by no kynde of waye. 
Well, seyth from them both I am bannyshyd so1 
I wyll seke a new master, yf I can him finde; 
Yet I am. in good comfort, for this well I knowe, 
That the most parte of wemen to me be full kynde, 
Yf they saye near a word, yet I knowetheir mynde, 
Yf they have not all thinges, when they do desaire, 
They wyll be revengyd, or elles lye in the myare • 
.!:Jay, I knowe their quallytes, the lease is my care, 
As well as they do knowe Revengys operation. 
Ye, faull to it, good wyves, and do them no spare. 
1080 
Nay, Ille helpe you forware, yf you lacke but perswacion. 1090 
What man a moste is free from invasion? 
For as playnely Socrates declareth unto usi 
Wemen for the most part are borne malitious. 
Perhappes you wyll saye, maney on, that I lye; 
And other sume, I am sure, also wyll take my parte; 
~~ Not withstandinge what I have sayde, they wyll veryfye, 
Ye, and do it, i wys, in spyght of thy hart. 
1 Yf therefore thou wylt lyve quyetley, after their desart, 
'I 
II 
II 
!I 
Reward them; so shault thou brydell their affection. 
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And unto they wyll shall have them in subjection. 
In Athenes dwellyd Socrates, the phylloaopher dyvine, 
Who had a wyfe namyd Exantyp, both develyshe and yll: 
Which twayne, beeng faulne out uppon a tyme, 
Perhappe cause Exantyp could not have her wyll, 
He went out of dores, syttinge ther styll. 
She oround him with a pyspot, and their he 
Was wet to the skynne, moste pytifull to se. 
I praye god, that such dames be not in this place, 
b'or then I might ohaunoe neare a mistrea to get. 
Nay, yf ye anger them, they wyll laye you on the face, 
Or elles their nayles in your ohekea they wyll set; 
Nay, lyke a rasor some of their nayles are whet, 
That not for to pare, but to out to the bone. 
I count him moat happest, that medelles with none. 
Well, far you well, for I must be paokinge; 
Remembar my wordes, and beare it in myndel 
What, suffer the myll a whyl to be olaokinge, 
Yf that you intend, aney ease for to fynde: 
Then wyll they be to you both lovinge and kinde. 
Farwell, oosen cutpurse, and be ruled by me, 
Or elles you may ohaunce to end on a tre. (go out.) 
(Enter Horestes, and Hermione, Mobilitye and 
Cominyalte, truth and Dewty.) 
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Horestes. Syth that the gods have geven us grace, this realme II 
for to posses i 
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I 
And after death to send you there, where joyse shall never 
my a. 
As syne of our obedyence, lo, Dewty doth the Ground, 
And Truth also, which doth me bynd, they subj ecte to be found. 
(Let truth and Dewty Crowne Horestes.) 
Horestea. My Nobells all, I gyve you thankes for this now 
showed to me, 
And as you have, so eke wyll I the lyke show unto ye. 
My emmons, how gose it with you? your state now let me know. 
Commons. Where as such on as you do raine, there nedes must 
riches gro. 
We, are, o king, easyd of the yoke, which we have so desaird; 
1150 
The state of this our common welth nede not to be inquiard. 
Peace, welth, joue, and felycitie, o kinge, it is we have, 
And what thing is their the which subjects ought more to 
crave? 
Horestes. Seyth all thinges is in so good state, my commons, 
as you saye, 
That is may so contynew styll, the sacred godes I praye. 
And as to me, your trusteynes shall anye wayes be found~ 
So styll to mayntayne your estate, I surely shalbe bound. 
And for your faythfull harts, the which you graunted have to 
me, 
Both you, my lordes and commons eke, I thanke you hartele. 
Therefore sith time will have an end, and now my mind you 
know 1160 
98 
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Yet in such tyme, as it can not be denyed, 
But receave dew punnishment, as god shall se. 
For the faute commytted most convenient to be, 
As this storye here hath made open unto ye, 
WhichJ yf it have byn marked, much prophet may aryse. 
For, as Truth sayth, nothinges wryten be 
But for our learninge, in anye kynde of wyse, 
By which we may learne, the yl l to dispyse, 
And the truth to imitate; thus Truth doth saye: 
The which for to do, I beseech God, we maye. 
1190 
Dewtey. Ji'or your gentle pacience we give you thankes harteley; 
And, ther efore our dewtey weyed, let us all praye, 
For Elyzabeth, our quene, whose gratious majestie 
May rayne over us in helth for aye. 
Lyke wyse for her councell, that each of them maybe 
Have the spyryte of grace, their doinges to dyrecte, 
In settinge up vertu, and vice to corre.cte. 
Truth. For all the 1-lobylytie and spiritualtie let us praye, 
For Judges, and head officers, what ever they be, 1200 
According to oure boundaunt dewties; espetially I saye, 
For my Lord Mayre, lyefetennaunt of this nobel Gytie, 
And for all his brytherne, with the cominualtie, 
That eache of them, doinge their dewties a ryght, 
May after death posses heaven, to their hartes delyght. 
Fini a. Q;. I. P. 
Sapiens dominabitur astris 
Imprinted at London in Fletestrete, at the signe of 
the .B'aucon, by Wy11iam u-ryffith, and are to be sold 
at his shoppe in Saynte Dun stones Churchyarde 
Anno Domini 1567 
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The numbers following the words refer to the lines of the text. ~ 
I 
a, 366, I 
abrod, 925, abroad 
abul1, 81, able 
accompyd, 892, considered 
addytyd, 404, prepared 
a dew, 306, 742, adieu 
adjuvate, 273, assist 
adultres, 187, 405, adulterous 
adycte, 532, addicted 
adys, 950, 956 7 aid 
a fore, 633, stage direction; 834, before 
a gayne, 304, again 
a grede~ 1026, agreed 
a mane, 323, amain 
a myse, 1137, a~iss 
amyte, 1062, friendship 
amytie, 1018, friendship 
apase, 694, apace 
a poynted, 239, appointed 
araye, 319, array 
as, 96, ass 
aspyer, 247, aspire 
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assay (e), 283, 494, try 
a syde, 386, aside 
atchyve, 263, achieve 
avaylle, 1006, avail 
be, 79, 101, 106, 113, 342, 354, 356, by 
beenge, 1103, being 
behoufe, 459, behoove 
bent, 725, inclined, determined 
bezwinge, 112, 164, beat soundly 
bezwinge vor, 164, beat soundly 
bin, 182, been 
blod, 406, 424, blood 
blase, 56, 57, 323, 758, blows 
bloud, 354, 356, 408, 415, 419, 443, 792, 821, blood 
bloustringe, 548, blustering 
blyve, 111, possibly "belief" 
boffetes, 386, buffets, blows 
bofites, stage direction at 389, blows 
bomynge, 318, bombing 
bote, 236, 885, boat 
boundant, 1201, bounden 
bourne, 347, 348, 349, 805, burn 
boutes, 614, to be of use 
bowrnt, 35, burned 
boyle, 216, boil 
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brede, 745, breed 
brouke, 226, brook 
brydell, 438, 1099, control 
brydlyd, 809, curbed; restrained 
busey, 464, anxious 
by and by, 626, immediately 
cakbread, 19, round flat loaf 
cankred, 1173, corrupt 
carl, 138, rustic 
carones, 226, Charon's 
carrayne, 522, carrion~ 
catives, 6, rascals 
caulyd, 1062, call~d 
certayne, 245, certain 
chad, 126, I had 
cham, 76, 113, 159, 169, I am 
cheare, 241, cheer 
chargis, 357, charges 
cheates, 314, booty 
chaull, 160, 163, I shall 
chaunce, 11, chance 
chevallrey, 297, chivalry 
charles, 110, rustic's 
chould, 114, 129, I would 
chuse, 976, choose 
clound, 50, clown 
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cockscomb, 154, a conceited fool 
colles, 347, casks 
cominualtie, 1203, commonalty, the people of the city 
condissend, 457, condescend 
condysende, 783, condescend 
contynew, 1167, continue 
contynewalley, 949, continually 
corrage, 214, 217, 222, courage 
~ ourrage, 723, courage 
courragis, 403, courage 
courragious, 459, couragious 
cosen, 674, 1120, cousin 
cote, 741, coat 
couckinge, 318, couching, lying in ambush 
courchey, 877, courtesy 
coylyd, 390, beaten, thrashed 
cra.byd, 465, 832, churlish 
cutpursse, 674, 1120, thief 
dalyaunce, 928, idle delay 
de, 94, 113, goges de, possibly day, referring to Easter 
deca.;z; {e), 512, '687, 725,745, destruction 
ded, 824, dead 
define, 451, tell 
deme, 1126, deem 
., desa.ird, 1150, wished 
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desart (e), 23, 421, desert 
desiar (e), 426, 714, desire 
desstrest, 464, distressed 
deth, 443, death 
devyaunce, 46, 72, challenge 
dew, 24, 830, 1183, due 
dewtey, 1193, duty 
discryde, 1181, made known 
dispight, 776, 955, outrage 
dome, 193, doom 
dore, 255, door 
doust (e), 179, 335, do e s 
dout, 199, doubt 
douth, 78, doth 
dotterell, 17, silly person 
dyare, 28, dearer 
dyer, 57, dearer, costlier 
droum, 322, drum 
earytage, 263, heritage 
ease, 152, relief 
easely, 294, easily 
eayr (e), 670, 904, ire, anger 
eke, 261, 263, 400' 420 t 431, 441, 
723, 7 55, 761' 803, 806, 1147, 
eles, 18, 154' else 
444, 467, 683, 684, 689, 708 
also 
elles, 513, 690, 700, 701, 757, 810, 931, 1086, 1111, 1121, els 
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ene, 169, even 
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enemise, 279, enemies 
equallye, 1131, equally 
erytage, 337, heritage 
eyar, 228, 346, anger 
exzyll, 553, excell 
fan cy, 72, notion 
farre, 306, far 
faull, 223, fall 
faulne, 727' '1103, fallen 
faute ( s), 174, 524, 526, 
felde ( s) ' 320, . 424, 615, 
fele, 210, 213, 214, feel 
fel l , 150, terrible 
fet, 940, fetch 
fierse, 425, fierce 
find, 461, end 
fley, 684, follow 
786, 799, 
652, 757, 
flort, stage direction 379, strike 
floae, 237, flows 
985, fE'.Ul t 
981, field 
flout (ed), 52, 380, 382, 1041, insult 
floure, 298, flower 
forse) 442, 445, care, be concerned, 442 seek 
forse , 621, force, army 
fo rse , 661, force, by means of 
'I I,
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forse, 710, 772, power. strength 
fose, 191, 319, 835, foes 
fo ud, 417, food 
fould, 245, fold 
foull, 316, full 
foull, 824, fool 
foulyshe, 824, foolish 
fourst, 87, first 
franion, 51, 364, reckless fellow 
frequent, 847, crowd 
frynde, 87, friend 
fyar (e), 560, 717, 805, fire 
fyare, 564, f i re 
fyrse, 771, fierce 
game, 119, jest 
ge (e), 93, 109, 153, 161, 168, possibly same as "get" below 
gerd, 95, cast up 
get, 144, 159, possibly "child, " "son" 
gis (e), 32, 63, 75, 111, 162, 163, Jesus 
gages, 49, 93, 94, 109, 153, 330, 354, 356, 364, 376, 380, 388, 
398, God's 
gose, 33, 643, 654, 1148, goes 
gotte 1 573, got 
gound, 53, gown, robe 
gow (e), 30?, go 
gracis, 942, 948, 953, 1015, graces 
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gratious, 211, 290, 692, 731, 1037, 1194, gracious 
gre (e), 131, 199, 341, agree 
Gretian, 298, Grecian 
grote, 390, four pence 
gut, 44, got 
gyder, 476, guide 
gynney, 363, Jenny 
gyppe, 49, an exclamation of contempt, "get out" 
gys, 71, 90, Jesus 
ha, 114, he 
harde, 886, . consistent 
hart (e), 96, 206, 216, 243, 344, 395, 370, heart 
hartele, 507, 1159, heartily 
harteley, 790, heartily 
hast, 191, 833, haste 
hatche, ~5, contrive 
hearste, 396, 974, 987, hearest 
hauld, 340, hold 
hear, 114, here 
heastes, 468, 974, 987, orders 
heather, 89, 303, 686, 843, 848, hither 
hele, 257, he will 
here, 452, hear 
I heste (s), 9, 437, order, promise in 1.9 
. I hewmayne, 801, human 
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;I he yare, 41, hire 
11 hi e, 22? , high 
II hie;hte, 909, called, 
holde, 390, wager 
hole, 103, whole 
named 
horson, 110, 634, 643, whoreson, bastard 
hould (e), 10, 52, 340, wager 
hourchet, 46, 74, urchin, a mischievous fellow of small stature 
hourdome, 175, whoredom 
hurchetes, 7, 46, connected with urchin but with a stronger 
meaning here, an insulting epithet 
hurchyt, 49 1 mischievous fellow 
hymbell, 1127, humble 
iarne, 840, iron 
iche {e), 32, 63, 111, 112, 115, 118, 127, 129 1 134, 135, 137, 
142 I 143, 14 5, 159, 161 ' 163' 162 J 168, I 
imbrase, 210, accept 
imbrasydest, 204, accept 
inded (e), 302, 392, 401, indeed 
indevor, 1013, endeavor 
infecte, 515, infected 
inough, 118, enough 
inquiard, 1151, inquired 
inquiare, 1128, inquire 
insu, 525, ensue, follow 
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ittes, 162, it is 
jause, 424, jaws 
j obard, 156, 389, risk 
joynt, 156, 350, 389, limb 
joyse, 291, be joyful 
karl, 12?, rustic 
knoc, 54, beat 
knoest, 288, knowest 
laingth, 300, length 
lauffe, 165, laugh 
laufull, 249, lawful 
lenger, 850, longer 
• let, 255, 511, hinder 
letted, 961, hindered 
letes, 165, let us 
loblocke, 379, lout, clown 
louke, 413, look, consider 
loustey, 50, 320, lusty, strong 
louste11y, 322, lustily 
lout, 3??, mock 
louted, 1042, mocked 
lybraul1, 488, li=bera1 
I lyst, 2?5, like 
I lyveley, 326, briskly 
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mustor, 305, muster 
mynestryd, 433, ministered 
myserey, 228, misery 
ne, 280, 442, now 
nedes, 1149, needs 
none, 43, noon 
not, 391, note 
obaydient, 468, obedient 
Oedippus, 440, Oedipus 
ofvend, 76, offend 
on, 309, in 
otes, 140, oats 
ould, 127, old 
ounckell, 1066, uncle 
ounckle, 972, uncle 
oundes, 49, 51, 79, 99, 101, 105, 330, 332, 388, 399, 741, 
746, 870, 872, 910, kl039, 1044, wounds 
ourchet, 129, urchin (see hourchet) 
packinge (s),912, 1115 1 going 
pamprid, 624, pampered 
paradventure, 1067, peradventure 
pate, 339, 1072, head 
payne, 464, trouble 
perching, 216, piercing 
perpend, 92, 899, ponder, examine, consider 
perpendyd, 938, examined, considered 
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perrell, 896, peril 
perse, 803, pierce 
perswacion, 1090, persuasion 
perewation, 1061, argument 
peetelaunce, 832, pestilence 
pewsaunt, 611, powerful 
phansey, 11?8, fancy 
Plutose, 237, Pluto's 
poll icye, 481, policy 
pollycye, 1068, policy 
poulle, 20, cloak 
poure, 183, 963, power 
pourse, ~5, puree 
pourvaye, 15, provide 
poynt, 77, 136, 155, 388, bit 
poynt, 352, appoint 
prate, 338, talk, prattle 
prest, 731, attent i ve 
pretend, 404, 606, claim; 756, 
procure, 124, induce 
promouted, 1039, promoted 
prouid, 691, proud 
pryncoks, 765, conceited 
prytey, ~55, pretty 
pu rpose, 537, 951, intend 
pur vaye, 302, equip, supply 
1 
114 
intend 

sceptar, 227, sceptre 
scoll, 528, school 
sease, 445, 1006, cease 
s elly, 726, silly, simple 
seiste, 720, seest 
selebrate, 1033, 1074, celebrate 
sequest, 290, 297, 807, follow 
seyth, 1154, since 
share, 177 1 cut 
shau11, 60, 86, shall 
shent, 21, ruined 
shound, 44, shoes 
sieth, 275, since 
eith, 59, 183, 211, 258, 276, 286, 1160, since 
Sir sauce, 658, saucebox, an impudent person 
shyt, 22 5, shut 
slack, 223, waste 
small, 36, 141, little 
smaull, 342, small 
sodyares, 316, soldiers 
eodyeres, 36, 723, soldiers 
sodyer (s), 309, 367, soldiers 
soferaynd, 296, sovereign 
soferayne, 247, 268, 452, 514, sovereign 
soffer, 491, suffer 
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I 
tryccom, 94, fa1 se, po ssi b1y akin to "treacherous 11 
trycke, 872, trim, neat 
trym, 312, 328, 552, trim 
trym1ey, 1039, neatly 
trynketes, 1040, trinkets 
tryxey, 312, 328, smart, spruce, dainty 
tyghtul1, 618, 996, title 
tyraney, 427, 431, 432, tyranny 
! tyraunt, 771, tyrant 
u11tres, 175, adulterous 
urn, 54, him 
vaste, 142, fast 
vaute, 134, fault 
veare, ?1, fear 
veary, 208, very 
vel des, 66, fields 
venter, 350, risk 
ventrous, 324, venturous 
ventryd, 5?6, ventured 
vew, 260, view 
vi 11 , 1 7 5 , vi 1 e 
v1ouncht, 70, flounced, rushed 
vor, 75, for 
vore, 115, four 
il voutsafe, 428, 590, 771, 789, 1135, 1182, vouchsafe 
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